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Abstract
Adenosine receptor agonists have potent antinociceptive effects in diverse preclinical models of chronic pain. In contrast, the efficacy of adenosine or adenosine receptor agonists at treating pain in humans is unclear. Two ectonucleotidases that generate adenosine in nociceptive neurons were recently identified. When injected spinally, these enzymes have long-lasting adenosine A1 receptor (A1R)-dependent antinociceptive effects in inflammatory and neuropathic pain models. Furthermore, recent findings indicate that spinal adenosine A2A receptor activation can enduringly inhibit neuropathic pain symptoms. Collectively, these studies suggest the possibility of treating chronic pain in humans by targeting specific adenosine receptor subtypes in anatomically defined regions with agonists or with ectonucleotidases that generate adenosine.
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Adenosine as a therapeutic agent for pain
Adenosine is a purine nucleoside that can signal through four distinct receptors (A1R, A2AR, A2BR and A3R; also known as ADORA1, ADORA2A, ADORA2B and ADORA3). Of these receptors, A1R has received the greatest attention in pain-related studies. A1R is a Gi/o-coupled receptor that is expressed in nociceptive (pain-sensing) neurons, spinal cord neurons and other cells of the body [1–4]. Agonists of this receptor have well-studied antinociceptive (see Glossary) effects in rodents when injected intrathecally, including antihyperalgesic and antiallodynic effects [5]. Furthermore, intrathecal adenosine reduces allodynia and hyperalgesia in patients with chronic pain [6]. In some instances, these pain-relieving effects in humans persist for days to months [7,8].

Although adenosine has antinociceptive effects in humans [5] and is being studied clinically (Table 1), adenosine and adenosine receptor agonists are not currently used to treat chronic pain in patients. There are several possible reasons for this. For one, there is uncertainty as to whether adenosine or adenosine receptor agonists treat spontaneous pain, a common symptom of chronic pain. In addition, adenosine has limited efficacy in patients (at the doses
tested so far) and side effects (transient low back pain, headache) when injected intrathecally as a bolus [9,10]. These side effects might result from the activation of adenosine A<sub>2</sub> receptors—receptors that have pronociceptive (—pain-producing) and vasodilatory effects when activated peripherally [1,11]. Adenosine also reduces heart rate when administered intravenously, so there are serious cardiovascular obstacles that must be overcome if adenosine receptor agonists are to be administered systemically (Box 1).

**Box 1**

**Cardiovascular side effects of adenosine**

One of the main challenges associated with developing adenosine receptor agonists as analgesics is the need to minimize cardiovascular side effects. A<sub>1</sub>R is expressed in the atrioventricular and sinoatrial nodes of the heart, and A<sub>1</sub>R activation in these regions can appreciably slow heart rate. The FDA approved drug Adenocard® (an intravenous formulation of adenosine) exploits this aspect of cardiovascular physiology to treat supraventricular tachycardia—an irregularly fast heartbeat. Based on this physiology, a number of full A<sub>1</sub>R agonists were developed and tested as antiarrhythmics. Unfortunately, full A<sub>1</sub>R agonists cause high-grade atrioventricular block and other serious cardiovascular side effects [85]. In turn, these side effects have made it impractical to treat pain with systemic (oral or intravenous) full A<sub>1</sub>R agonists.

In contrast to full agonists, partial A<sub>1</sub>R agonists have modest to no effects on cardiovascular function when delivered systemically [85]. Partial agonists activate receptors at submaximal levels and, unlike full agonists, typically do not desensitize receptors. Encouragingly, two partial A<sub>1</sub>R agonists (CVT-3619—delivered orally; and INO-8875, formerly PJ-875—delivered intraocularly) were well tolerated and had no serious side effects in Phase I clinical trials for indications unrelated to pain. Different partial A<sub>1</sub>R agonists given systemically had antihyperalgesic effects in a neuropathic pain model with reduced hemodynamic/cardiovascular side effects [86,87]. These studies collectively suggest that cardiovascular side effects represent a real but surmountable challenge when targeting A<sub>1</sub>R for analgesic drug development. Further testing of drugs that modulate A<sub>1</sub>R in preclinical pain models is certainly warranted. Future efforts could include intrathecal injections as well as local peripheral injections of A<sub>1</sub>R agonists, partial A<sub>1</sub>R agonists or adenosine-generating ectonucleotidases. While some would argue that the market for intrathecal or local injection therapeutics is small relative to that which can be served with an orally active pill, such injections are more likely to avoid A<sub>1</sub>R-associated cardiovascular side effects while also engage A<sub>1</sub>R at spinal or axonal sites. In light of the numerous preclinical studies showing that A<sub>1</sub>R activation is antinociceptive [5], successful and selective targeting of A<sub>1</sub>R could serve to benefit the patients who suffer daily from chronic pain.

Recently, several preclinical studies were published that further implicate adenosine receptors as targets for analgesic drug development. This review focuses on mechanistic insights that were gained from these studies and how insights from these studies could be leveraged to more discretely target adenosine receptors for pain control.

**Effects on spontaneous pain**

A<sub>1</sub>R activation reduces two common symptoms of chronic pain in humans and rodents, namely mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia [5,6]. However, the most common and distressing symptom in patients is spontaneous pain [12]. This includes symptoms like burning or stabbing pain. Unlike patients, rodents cannot directly communicate their feelings
to human observers, rendering it a challenge to assess how experimental drugs affect spontaneous pain in lab animals.

Recently, King and colleagues developed a conditioned place preference assay to study spontaneous pain-like behaviors in rats [13]. This assay is based on the assumption that relief of spontaneous pain in rodents is rewarding. As such, this assay can only be performed with drugs that are not intrinsically rewarding (thus excluding opioid analgesics which have reward and addiction potential). Using this model, King and colleagues found that clonidine and ω-conotoxin (ziconotide) reduced allodynia and spontaneous pain-like responses following nerve injury. In contrast, intrathecal adenosine reduced allodynia following nerve injury but did not inhibit spontaneous pain-like behaviors. These findings suggest that adenosine engages its targets centrally, because of its effects on allodynia, but does not engage neural pathways responsible for spontaneous pain-like responses. However, given that adenosine and ω-conotoxin act via a similar mechanism (both inhibit N-type calcium channels [14–16]), these contrasting results raise the question—why was ω-conotoxin effective at inhibiting spontaneous pain-like responses while adenosine was not?

In a different study designed to evaluate how drugs affect spontaneous pain-like responses in rodents, Martin and colleagues found that intrathecal clonidine reduced self-administration of the opioid heroin in rats whereas intrathecal adenosine did not [17]. As in the King study, these findings suggest that clonidine but not adenosine can block spontaneous pain following nerve injury (note that this conclusion is based on the assumption that opioids reduce the unpleasant/painful feelings associated with noxious stimuli in rodents). Likewise, in humans with neuropathic pain, intrathecal adenosine had no effect on spontaneous pain but reduced hyperalgesia and allodynia [18], suggesting that adenosine does not inhibit spontaneous neuropathic pain; however, in a surgical pain model, spinal A1R (but not A2A R) activation did inhibit spontaneous (nonevoked) pain [19]. It is thus possible that adenosine inhibits spontaneous pain in some conditions but not others. Such differences are not surprising given that the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying various chronic pain conditions differ [20]. An ongoing clinical trial comparing the analgesic efficacy of clonidine to adenosine may shed additional light on how these drugs affect spontaneous pain in humans (Table 1). Furthermore, new behavioral measures, like the mouse grimace scale [21], could be employed to study how adenosine receptor agonists inhibit additional spontaneous pain-like behaviors.

Preemptive analgesic effects of adenosine

Several groups found that adenosine administered intravenously shortly before and during major surgeries provided long-lasting postoperative pain relief and reduced the need for postoperative opioid analgesics [6,22], highlighting a preemptive analgesic effect of adenosine. However, in a recent double-blind clinical trial, intravenous adenosine had no preemptive analgesic effects in a similar surgical setting [23]. Why this recent study failed when others succeeded is unclear, but could reflect differences in adenosine doses or differences in the timing of adenosine administration relative to incision.

In mice, prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP), an ectonucleotidase that generates adenosine over a three day period, provided an enduring (8 day) reduction in nociceptive sensitization if administered intrathecally one day before nerve injury or inflammation [24]. These preemptive antinociceptive effects of PAP were attributed to sustained A1R activation followed by depletion of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), an essential signaling molecule that is required for pronociceptive receptors to sensitize neurons (Figure 1a). These mechanistic findings in rodents indicate that A1R in nociceptive neurons and possibly in spinal neurons must be activated before sensitization is initiated. Extrapolating these animal
studies to patients, preemptive analgesia might thus require $\text{A}_1\text{R}$ activation before surgery (tissue damage) and maintained $\text{A}_1\text{R}$ activation during surgery.

In the double-blind clinical trial showing no preemptive analgesic effects of intravenous adenosine, adenosine was administered at the time of incision until the end of surgery [23]. Since adenosine infusion began coincident with surgery, PIP$_2$ levels were likely at normal levels when surgery was initiated. As a result, the —inflammatory soup of chemicals released following tissue damage [20] would be expected to engage PIP$_2$-dependent signaling and transcriptional mechanisms at normal levels [25]. Given that adenosine had preemptive analgesic effects in several clinical trials but not in this trial, additional clinical trials to resolve these differences are warranted. In any new trials, adenosine should be administered well before surgery initiation and one should make sure that adenosine receptors do not desensitize over the course of administration. It may also be worth comparing the preemptive analgesic effects of adenosine with other drugs that activate $\text{A}_1\text{R}$ selectively or for longer durations, such as ectonucleotidases (intrathecally), $\text{A}_1\text{R}$ agonists (provided they don’t cause receptor desensitization), or $\text{A}_1\text{R}$ partial agonists (which do not as readily desensitize receptors). These latter drugs may have more reproducible and larger preemptive analgesic effects when compared to adenosine.

**Endogenous generation and metabolism of adenosine**

**ATP as a source of extracellular adenosine**

Many of the studies reviewed here focus on the antinociceptive effects of extracellular adenosine so it is worth reviewing where this nucleoside comes from and how it is metabolized. All cells release ATP at low levels, and release is enhanced upon stimulation, inflammation, pH change, hypoxia, tissue damage or nerve injury [26–32]. Release can occur via vesicular and nonvesicular mechanisms (Figure 1a) that vary in importance depending on cell type [33–36]. For example, a vesicular nucleotide transporter (SLC17A9) pumps ATP into chromaffin granules of PC12 cells, and its knockdown reduced ATP exocytosis from these cells [35]. While SLC17A9 is broadly expressed in tissues such as the spinal cord and neurons of the brain [37], it is not yet known if this transporter pumps ATP into synaptic vesicles, and hence if SLC17A9 contributes to stimulated nucleotide release in sensory neurons or the central nervous system.

It was also recently found that ATP is released from the axons of mouse dorsal root ganglia neurons through a nonvesicular mechanism involving volume-activated anion channels (VAACs; Figure 1a) [36]. VAACs are chloride channels that open in response to cell swelling and membrane stretch and are capable of transporting ATP out of cells [36]. Incidentally, ATP levels are elevated in dorsal root ganglia following nerve injury (which serves as a model of neuropathic pain) [26]. It will be interesting to determine if VAACs and/or SLC17A9 contribute to elevated extracellular nucleotide levels in this and other pathological pain models.

Once released from cells, extracellular ATP is rapidly (<1 s) hydrolyzed to adenosine by a cascade of molecularly distinct ectonucleotidases [38,39]. Ectonucleotidases have unique substrate specificities; some hydrolyze ATP and ADP to AMP (adenosine 5'-monophosphate; Figure 1b), whereas others hydrolyze AMP to adenosine. Extracellular ATP also signals through P2 purinergic receptors and has pronociceptive effects, including sensitization of nociceptive neurons and activation of spinal microglia, a cell type associated with neuropathic pain [40,41]. Thus, mechanisms like receptor desensitization and ATP catabolism by ectonucleotidases terminate P2 purinergic receptor signaling.
Other sources of extracellular adenosine

Extracellular adenosine can originate from intracellular pools, where adenosine is passively transported out of cells through equilibrative nucleoside transporters [5] (Figure 1a). Although the process is slow, adenosine can also originate from intracellular or extracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) through the sequential actions of phosphodiesterases and ectonucleotidases [42–44].

Adenosine metabolism

Adenosine is ultimately removed from the extracellular space (Figure 1a) by mechanisms that include: (i) transport into the cell through equilibrative nucleoside transporters (when the extracellular adenosine concentration is higher than the intracellular concentration), (ii) metabolism to inosine by extracellular adenosine deaminase(s), and (iii) phosphorylation to AMP inside cells by adenosine kinase (this reduces the intracellular adenosine concentration, causing an influx of adenosine through equilibrative nucleoside transporters). Indeed, the half-life of extracellular adenosine can be extended by pharmacologically inhibiting these enzymes or transporters [44, 45]. Many of these inhibitors have antinociceptive effects in animal models [5, 46]. However, many of the pharmacological inhibitors used in these studies target multiple enzymes (Box 2). This makes it difficult to determine at a molecular level which enzyme(s) generate adenosine in tissues and hence which should be targeted for analgesic drug development.

Box 2

Inhibitors of adenosine metabolic enzymes target multiple gene products

The drug 2′-deoxycoformycin (dCF, pentostatin) is commonly used to inhibit adenosine deaminase. While adenosine deaminase is classically treated as if it were one enzyme, there are at least three human genes (Ada, Ada2/Cecr1, Adal) whose products share significant sequence similarity, including within the catalytic domain (Cecr1 is not found in the mouse or rat genome) [88]. ADA and CECR1 both have adenosine deaminase activity and both are inhibited by dCF [88–90]. ADAL has not yet been tested for deaminase activity or sensitivity to dCF. Based on these facts, two to three gene products could contribute to adenosine deaminase activity in any given tissue.

To complicate matters further, dCF and coformycin analogs also inhibit AMP deaminases [91]. Whether dCF inhibits all three molecularly defined AMP deaminases in humans and mice (AMPD1, AMPD2 and AMPD3) is unknown. Adenosine levels increase when adenosine deaminase inhibitors are used [92]. Given the numerous molecular targets for a drug like dCF, elevated adenosine levels could occur through complex mechanisms that include inhibition of adenosine deaminases (ADA, CECR1 and/or ADAL) and/or inhibition of AMPDs—because inhibition of AMPDs elevates AMP, which is subsequently hydrolyzed to adenosine by ectonucleotidases.

The drug 5-iodotubercidin (5-ITU) is commonly used to inhibit adenosine kinase [45]. Underappreciated is the fact that 5-ITU also inhibits equilibrative nucleoside transporters at essentially identical concentrations [93,94]. Logically then, 5-ITU will primarily elevate extracellular adenosine by inhibiting nucleoside transport. Moreover, intracellular adenosine, which is elevated upon adenosine kinase inhibition, is not likely to exit the cell if transporters are blocked.
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Identification of PAP and NT5E—two AMP ectonucleotidases in nociceptive neurons

Using histochemical and molecular approaches, the transmembrane isoform of PAP (also known as ACPP) was recently found to hydrolyze extracellular AMP in nociceptive dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons and in their spinal axon terminals [47,48]. Since AMP hydrolysis in DRG and spinal cord was reduced but not eliminated in Pap−/− mice, this finding suggested additional ectonucleotidases were present. Indeed, PAP was subsequently found to be coexpressed with ecto-5'-nucleotidase (NT5E; also known as CD73) in nociceptive neurons [49]. NT5E was previously implicated in generating adenosine in nociceptive circuits using pharmacological inhibitors [50–52]. Similar to Pap−/− mice, AMP hydrolysis in DRG and spinal cord was reduced but not eliminated in Nt5e−/− knockout mice [53]. Collectively, these experiments provide genetic evidence that nociceptive neurons express at least two distinct enzymes that hydrolyze extracellular AMP: PAP and NT5E (Figure 1a).

Interestingly, nociceptive sensitization was enhanced following nerve injury or inflammation in Pap or Nt5e null mice [47,49]. A similar behavioral phenotype was observed in A1R−/− mice [54]. These and other animal model studies suggest that adenosine tonically inhibits nociception [55]. Indeed, adenosine acts through A1R to tonically inhibit excitatory neurotransmission in the dorsal spinal cord where nociceptive neurons terminate [56].

It is currently unknown which enzymes hydrolyze ATP and ADP in nociceptive circuits; however, there are several candidates. Ectonucleotide pyrophosphatases (ENPP1, ENPP2 and ENPP3) hydrolyze ATP directly to AMP whereas four different ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolases (ENTPD1, ENTPD2, ENTPD3 and ENTPD8) hydrolyze extracellular ATP and ADP to AMP [38]. Several of these ENTPDs are expressed in the spinal cord [57]. Under acidic pH conditions, PAP and tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (ACP5) can also hydrolyze ATP and ADP [58,59]. Also, alkaline phosphatases hydrolyze ATP, ADP and AMP under neutral pH and alkaline conditions [60]. This list of candidate ectonucleotidases likely is an underestimate, because other acid phosphatases have not yet been evaluated for ectonucleotidase activity. Identification of these additional ectonucleotidases will provide molecular insights into the enzymes that metabolize ATP and hence regulate purinergic receptor signaling in nociceptive circuits.

Possible use of recombinant ectonucleotidases to treat chronic pain

Recombinant proteins are used to treat a variety of medical conditions from diabetes to cancer. Recent studies suggest it might be possible to treat chronic pain by taking advantage of the adenosine-generating properties of recombinant ectonucleotidases. In support of this idea, a single intrathecal injection of secretory (nonmembrane bound) versions of PAP or NT5E had long lasting (2–3 day) antinociceptive effects in naïve mice and in mouse models of inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain [47,53,58]. In all cases, these antinociceptive effects were dependent on A1R activation, ruling out a role for activation of other adenosine receptor subtypes. PAP has an 11.7 day half-life in blood [61]. This long half-life at body temperature suggests recombinant PAP would be suitable for use in indwelling intrathecal pumps for longer lasting pain control. These pumps are currently used to deliver drugs like opioids and the peptide ω-conotoxin for extended-duration pain control in patients [62].

In light of the side effects and modest efficacy when adenosine is injected intrathecally [9,10], adenosine-generating ectonucleotidases may have advantages to warrant testing in humans. First, adenosine has a short half-life in the blood (a few seconds) and in spinal cerebrospinal fluid (10–20 minutes) [6], so the limited efficacy of adenosine in humans might reflect rapid metabolism, especially at the sites of action. Often overlooked is the fact...
that metabolically stable analogs of adenosine (and not adenosine itself) were used in almost all animal studies to demonstrate that A₁R activation is antinociceptive [5]. Notably, adenosine does not have antinociceptive effects in naïve rodents whereas stable analogs do [63]. Ectonucleotidases are stable in vivo and have A₁R-dependent antinociceptive effects that last for 2–3 days in naïve and nerve injured/inflamed mice. This long duration of action might provide sustained analgesia in patients.

Ectonucleotidases also have an advantage in that they are catalytically restricted, generating adenosine in proportion to substrate (AMP) availability [58]. A bolus injection of an ectonucleotidase would not likely elevate adenosine above a physiologically relevant level, potentially having fewer side effects than bolus adenosine injections. Furthermore, ATP levels increase post nerve injury [26], providing additional substrate for ectonucleotidases to generate adenosine locally. Therefore, ectonucleotidases might generate higher levels of adenosine when animals or patients are in pain [26].

Taken together, ectonucleotidases provide an enzymatic means to generate adenosine locally in the spinal cord and possibly in peripheral tissues. Their antinociceptive effects last for several days, suggesting recombinant versions of these enzymes could be developed for use in patients with chronic pain or to preemptively inhibit pain in surgical settings.

**AMP and analogs as possible adenosine receptor prodrugs**

When delivered spinally in mice, AMP (combined with 5-ITU to inhibit metabolism of extracellular adenosine) had antinociceptive effects that were partially dependent on Nt5e and fully dependent on A₁R activation [49]. AMP also relieved pain associated with postherpetic neuralgia when administered intramuscularly in patients [64]. These observations suggest that AMP or AMP analogs might function as prodrugs—that is, drugs that are inactive until dephosphorylated to adenosine by ectonucleotidases. There is interest in evaluating AMP as an adenosine prodrug in humans (Table 1). Several 2-substituted AMP analogs were recently synthesized that can be hydrolyzed to A₂A R agonists by NT5E in vitro [65]. It will be interesting to determine if these prodrugs are dependent on NT5E for activity in animals where multiple AMP hydrolytic enzymes are present. As a potential confound, 2-substituted AMP analogs (but not AMP) are agonists of P2Y receptors [66], a class of P2 purinergic receptors that have pro- and antinociceptive effects when activated [67]. Ultimately, for this prodrug strategy to succeed, AMP or analogs must not activate receptors until they are dephosphorylated by ectonucleotidases. To date, no receptors for AMP have been definitively identified.

Another observation to consider is that AMP can induce a hypometabolic, torpor-like state in mice when administered systemically [68]. Induction of this state by AMP does not require Nt5e [69], although involvement other ectonucleotidases (PAP and alkaline phosphatases) has not been ruled out. There is also controversy as to whether AMP induces a hypometabolic state via adenosine receptor-dependent or independent mechanisms [69,70].

When taken together, AMP or related analogs could provide a small-molecule approach to target specific ectonucleotidases and adenosine receptors. By developing prodrugs that are dephosphorylated by ectonucleotidases in nociceptive neurons but not in the heart, it might be possible to administer these prodrugs systemically and bypass cardiovascular side effects (Box 1).

**Antinociceptive effects of acupuncture require A₁R activation**

Acupuncture has been used for millennia to treat pain in humans. Perhaps surprisingly, acupuncture can also be performed and has antinociceptive effects in rodents. While there is
ongoing debate as to whether the placebo effect contributes to acupuncture pain relief in humans [71,72], this argument is unlikely to apply to rodents. In mice, acupuncture needle stimulation caused the localized release of nucleotides (ATP, ADP and AMP) as well as adenosine [73]. These antinociceptive effects of acupuncture were entirely dependent on A1R activation, suggesting a link between antinociception and extracellular adenosine. Although not directly tested, this suggests that ectonucleotidases convert nucleotides to adenosine in skeletal muscle. In addition, local injection of an A1R agonist into an acupuncture point had antinociceptive effects in inflammatory and neuropathic pain models, consistent with studies showing that peripheral A1R activation is antinociceptive [4,74]. Therefore, it might be possible to treat pain in patients by locally injecting adenosine or A1R agonists. Local injections are unlikely to have cardiovascular side effects, which are associated with systemic A1R activation (Box 1) [1].

Acupuncture and adenosine receptor agonists have a relatively short duration of action (<4 hr) in chronic pain models when compared to ectonucleotidases (2–3 days) [47,58,73]. It will thus be interesting to determine if injection of recombinant ectonucleotidases like PAP into acupuncture points has longer lasting A1R-dependent antinociceptive effects (— Papupuncture ) than acupuncture or agonist injections. The basal concentration of AMP is greater than ATP, ADP or adenosine near acupuncture points [73], so there is ample substrate for PAP to hydrolyze. The link between A1R and acupuncture is also intriguing because it could explain why acupuncture isn’t always effective in humans. Caffeine is the most widely consumed psychoactive compound in the world and blocks A1R and A2AR. Interestingly, caffeine also blocks the antinociceptive effects of acupuncture in rats at doses that are comparable to what humans consume in a single cup [75,76]. Whether or not caffeine affects acupuncture effectiveness in humans is unknown but clearly is important to study.

Recent developments in A1R and A2AR pharmacology

A1R activation inhibits nociceptive sensitization by depleting PIP2

Recently, it was found that sustained A1R activation by PAP leads to phospholipase C-mediated depletion of PIP2 in cultured cells and in mouse DRG [24]. Depletion of this essential phosphoinositide reduced noxious thermosensation, in part through inhibition of transient receptor potential cation channel V1 (TRPV1), a thermosensory channel that requires PIP2 for activity [77]. Depletion of PIP2 also enduringly reduced thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia caused by inflammation, nerve injury and pronociceptive receptor activation.

Conversely, PIP2 levels were significantly elevated in DRG from Pap−/− mice, which correlated with an enduring enhancement of thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia [24,47]. Sensitization was also enhanced when sensitizing stimuli were paired with direct intrathecal injection of PIP2 [24]. Importantly, nociceptive sensitization was only reduced or enhanced if PIP2 levels were reduced or elevated before the animals were inflamed, nerve injured or stimulated with pronociceptive ligands. These findings collectively suggest that A1R activation regulates an underlying —phosphoinositide tone that in turn influences noxious thermosensation and nociceptive sensitization.

A2AR agonists enduringly inhibit neuropathic pain symptoms

Recently, two different A2AR agonists (ATL313 and CGS21680) were found to enduringly reverse allodynia and hyperalgesia caused by nerve injury in rats (for up to four weeks after a single intrathecal injection) [78]. This represents a very long lasting antinociceptive effect and runs counter to previous studies showing that A2AB/R activation, at least when activated peripherally, has pronociceptive and vasodilatory effects [1,11]. The doses of CGS21680...
Loram and colleagues used to achieve these enduring effects were extraordinarily low—1 μM in 1 μL, which represents 1 pmol of drug. This is 15,000 times lower than the 15 nmol Effective Dose-50 calculated by Lee and Yaksh for CGS21680 when administered intrathecally in a neuropathic pain model [79]. Likewise, others found that 10 nmol CGS21680 injected intrathecally had no or short-lasting antinociceptive effects in surgical pain and inflammatory pain models [19,80]. It is currently unclear why Loram and colleagues observed enduring antinociceptive effects with very low doses of CGS21680 while others observed no or short lasting antinociceptive effects in three different pain models with much higher doses of CGS21680.

In addition, A2AR activation significantly reduced microglial and astroglial activation and elevated the levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin (IL)-10. Nerve injury activates microglial cells, which contribute to the maintenance of neuropathic pain [41]. A2AR activation might —reset microglial cells to a quiescent state. Interestingly, microglial cells express A2AR only when activated [81], which could explain why A2AR agonists had enduring antinociceptive effects in neuropathic animals but not in naïve animals [78]. These findings might also explain why adenosine receptor activation has long lasting (days to months) pain-relieving effects in some neuropathic pain patients [5]. In patients who did not experience long-lasting relief, the dose of adenosine might have been too low or too high to appropriately activate A2AR. Alternatively, A2AR-expressing microglia might not contribute to pain in some patients. More trials are certainly warranted in neuropathic pain patients with additional intrathecal doses of adenosine and/or with A2AR agonists.

Concluding remarks

Previous efforts aimed at treating pain with adenosine have failed, and cardiovascular side effects (Box 1) negate the use of full A1R agonists in pill form (systemic delivery). However, in no way do these failures negate the use of other routes of administration, more creative drug design, use of ectonucleotidases or use of partial agonists, such as those that appear to be safe when administered systemically in humans (Box 1). There is no question that adenosine receptors have been validated in the setting of chronic pain [5], although whether these receptors inhibit spontaneous pain in humans is still an open question (Box 3). The recent findings linking adenosine to the antinociceptive effects of acupuncture in mice suggest that peripheral engagement of A1R could underlie the pain-relieving effects of this procedure in humans. Localized activation of adenosine receptors, either spinally or in peripheral tissues, might be the key to unlocking the therapeutic potential of these receptors. Localized activation could minimize or eliminate cardiovascular side effects when compared to systemic drug delivery while providing non-addictive treatment options for patients with chronic pain.

Box 3

Outstanding Questions

- Does caffeine block the pain-relieving effects of acupuncture in humans?
- Can the pain-relieving effects of acupuncture be extended by pharmacologically blocking adenosine metabolism?
- Do partial A1R agonists (delivered orally) inhibit pain in humans with minimal side effects?
- Can A1R agonists or recombinant ectonucleotidases inhibit pain in humans if injected locally, via spinal route or in the periphery near sensory nerve bundles?
• Do A₁R agonists or recombinant ectonucleotidases have preemptive analgesic effects in humans?
• As has been shown for an adenosine-generating ectonucleotidase [24], is thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia enduringly reduced if an A₁R agonist is administered before and during nerve injury or inflammation?
• Will a selective A₂A R agonist (delivered intrathecally) enduringly reverse the symptoms of neuropathic pain in humans?
• Which additional ectonucleotidases hydrolyze ATP, ADP and AMP in nociceptive circuits?
• Will pharmaceutical companies report their proprietary data related to adenosine receptor agonists so that more informed clinical trials can be performed?
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Glossary Box

Allodynia pain caused by a stimulus that is not normally painful. As an example, clothing hurts when it rubs against sunburned skin
Antinociceptiv inhibition of behaviors associated with or caused by noxious stimuli or sensitization. Examples of nociceptive behavior includes hindpaw withdrawal, foot licking or shaking, paw guarding
Ectonucleotidases secreted or membrane-bound enzymes that dephosphorylate extracellular nucleotides (ATP, ADP and/or AMP)
Equilibrative nucleoside transporters this family includes ENT1-4 (also known as SLC29A1-4) and transports adenosine into or out of cells depending on the relative intracellular and extracellular adenosine concentration. For example, adenosine is transported outside the cell through these transporters if the intracellular adenosine concentration is higher than the extracellular concentration
Hyperalgesia increased sensitivity to an already noxious stimulus. As an example, a hot shower hurts more when skin is sunburned
NT5E ecto-5’-nucleotidase (also called CD73) is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored membrane protein that generates adenosine extracellularly by dephosphorylating AMP. αβ-methylene-ADP is a commonly used inhibitor of NT5E [82] and does not inhibit PAP [53]
P2 purinergic receptors divided into P2X and P2Y families based on distinct molecular structures and pharmacology. P2X receptors are a family of two-transmembrane ligand-gated ion channels and can be activated by ATP. P2Y receptors are a family of seven transmembrane GPCRs that can be activated by ATP, ADP and other nucleotides
PAP prostatic acid phosphatase, an ectonucleotidase that dephosphorylates extracellular AMP at neutral and acidic pH. PAP
can also dephosphorylate ATP and ADP at acidic pH [58]. There is a secreted and a transmembrane isoform of PAP [47,83]. Both isoforms are derived from the same gene product but are produced from alternatively spliced transcripts. A cytoplasmic (—cellular ) isoform of PAP has also been described [84]; however, there is no direct empirical evidence to support the existence of this isoform (http://www.cell.com/neuron/comments/S0896-6273(08)00750-2)

Preemptive analgesic

a drug that when administered shortly before and during surgery has the ability to reduce postoperative pain and the need for postoperative analgesics. Recent data with rodents suggests the timing of A1R activation relative to injury/inflammation is critical to achieve preemptive analgesia
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Proteins that regulate extracellular adenosine levels also influence adenosine receptor activation. (a). ATP can be released from neurons and/or glial cells by vesicular and non-vesicular mechanisms. Vesicular nucleotide transporter (VNUT/SLC17A9), volume activated anion channels (VAAC), Connexin 43 (Cx43). Ectonucleotidases (pacman-like symbol) hydrolyze extracellular nucleotides to adenosine. Adenosine acts on adenosine receptors, including A1R. Sustained A1R activation reduces PIP2 levels and has antinociceptive effects in animals. Adenosine is removed from the extracellular space by metabolic enzymes or by transport into cells via equilibrative nucleoside transporters (ENTs). AMP deaminase metabolizes AMP to inosine monophosphate (IMP). Blue = proteins linked to nociceptive mechanisms by genetic experiments. (b). Structures of 5'-AMP and adenosine.
Table 1
Recent clinical trials that target adenosine receptors associated with chronic pain (clinicaltrials.gov).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical trial</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clonidine verses adenosine to treat neuropathic pain [NCT00349921]</td>
<td>Wake Forest University (PIs: Eisenach &amp; Rauck)</td>
<td>Intrathecal</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose-response of adenosine for perioperative pain [NCT00298636]</td>
<td>Xsira Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Completed - no significant effect [23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The study of GW493838, an adenosine A&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; agonist, in peripheral neuropathic pain [NCT00376454]</td>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline</td>
<td>Not indicated</td>
<td>Completed as of 2006 - results not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy and tolerability of novel A&lt;sub&gt;2A&lt;/sub&gt; agonist in treatment of diabetic neuropathic pain (Drug: BVT. 115959) [NCT00452777]</td>
<td>Biovitrum</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Completed–was well-tolerated but did not significantly improve pain symptoms (Biovitrum press release&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analgesic efficacy and safety study of T-62 in subjects with postherpetic neuralgia (T-62 is an A&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;R allosteric enhancer [85]) [NCT00809679]</td>
<td>King Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Terminated because some patients experienced transient elevations in liver enzymes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of AMP to improve tissue delivery of adenosine [NCT00179010]</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University (PI: Biaggioni)</td>
<td>Intrarterial</td>
<td>Suspended, in process of renewing drug application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>http://www.abnnewswire.net/press/en/50001/Biovitrum's.html

Abbreviations: PI, Principal Investigator